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ENJOY IT 
5 Stages to Succession and Exit Planning  
So You Can Enjoy the Benefits of Your Life’s Work
Most people go into business to build value for their future yet more than half 
do not develop a strategic plan for extracting the value they are building and 
more tragically 40% will exit their business because of circumstances outside 
their control. Christine helps business founders Identify, Protect and Maximise 
their business value so they can make the most of their life’s work and have the 
retirement they deserve – whichever way they want to exit their business.

Christine Nicholson
Christine has started several of her own successful 
businesses (0 - £4.5m in 15 months), as well as business 
ventures for others (bankruptcy to 8-figure exit in 18 
months). She saves them THOUSANDS and increases 
the value of their businesses by MILLIONS. She has 
walked in the shoes of being a founder and been both a 

business buyer and a seller, generating hundreds of millions in crystallised value 
in business exits. Returning to the UK in 2010, after a few years accidentally 
running a zoo in the Middle East, Christine brings over 25 years of wisdom, know-
how and experience of working with SME’s, freeing business owner from the 
tyranny of long hours to working smarter not harder. Christine is the author of 4 
critically acclaimed business books - 5 Minute Finance, What’s Your Profit Score 
(which has been described as “the most useful business book of the year”), How 
to BUILD a Unicorn and Enjoy It. She is currently writing the next two books.
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